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To meet the demands of new business and agency growth, Gallant Leaman Group
(GLG) is proud to announce the addition of key team members to its Montréal

and Toronto offices

Announcement

Bobby Hoult 
Vice-President, National Creative Director
Bobby is a true creative director. He has led creative groups within such
agencies as John St. and Havas and has delivered outstanding results for
some of Canada’s biggest brands. Bobby is a born creative leader. His
science background coupled with his outstanding conceptual ability
make him unparalleled in the industry.

Juliana Aristizabal 
Executive Vice-President
Juliana is a seasoned professional. With over 20
years of experience, she is one of Canada’s most
talented and experienced marketing and communi-
cations executives. Her dynamism and passion
coupled with her keen business sense enable her
to have an enormous positive impact on her
clients’ brands. Juliana was formerly with John St.
and InVivo.

Samuelle Bender
Account Executive
Sam brings a proven track record of success in interactive, digital, and
traditional media, communications, and marketing. Most recently, she
held key positions at CINCO Interactive Marketing, Carat, and Brad.
Sam has a reputation for being a key ally to her valued clients.
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Anna Maria Accardi 
Corporate Controller
Prior to joining GLG, Anna Maria was a controller for OSL Marketing.
She brings more than 15 years of solid, hands-on experience and
unmatched expertise in agency management, finance, and business
operations, plus a wealth of knowledge and ability in the marketing and
communications domains. 

Richard Findlay 
Graphic Designer
Having worked with many large agencies over the years, Richard has
seen it all and done it all. He has a natural and highly developed sense
of design and a very collaborative spirit. He is sure to be an enormous asset
to the agency and its clients.

Laura Borrega  
Project Accountant
Laura joins GLG in a newly created role and will
support the accounting department. Laura is
dynamic, talented, and keeps all administrative
operations moving smoothly. Her ability to multi-
task and her belief that anything is possible are
key assets to GLG’s rapidly expanding business.

Teresa Fisico  
Medical Copywriter
Teresa joins GLG from John St. She holds a master of science and will
be responsible for copywriting on key client mandates. Her broad
experience with health care, consumer, and non-profit businesses
coupled with her diligence, imagination, and upbeat attitude will
drive exciting new work for GLG’s clients.

Martin Gagnon 
Art Director
Martin comes to GLG from TC Media. He has a
diverse background in art direction, graphic design,
and digital development and has spearheaded many
highly successful campaigns. His enthusiasm and
talent are truly outstanding, and Martin is a huge
asset to GLG’s growing team.


